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THE CAGE: 
2075 CIVIL PRESS 
Experiments over documentation 

2075 Nepali Archive was bom in October 2018, two years after the 
conversation between Julian BarOn and Rohan Thapa, 2075 NA has the 

a photo copy machine this images survive bringing new meanings Any 
photocopied document is converted into an hmgtlexl. which is reborn, 
tree and expands the characteristics of the image. We could say that the 

2075 NA aims to address the paradigm of time as a constantly spinning 
helix, a natural cycle recurring ad-inlinitum Nepal, a diffuse territory 
long ensnared in political tensions with India and China, and with a 
modem history marked by absolute monarchy, civil war and democracy, 
has synthesized its identity primarily through ntuals. religion, 
language, and nature. In today's global age. tourism, agriculture, and 
labour migrations are among its chief socio-economic drivers, and the 
society faces a constant pressure to rc imagine itself. 

In Kathmandu. THE CAGE'S team behaved like a NEWSROOM 
encouraging local citizens to visually respond to contemporary socio¬ 
political issues By activating the 2075 NA which is composed of 
official. unofficial. cooperative. community, and personal images - both 
physical and digital, where participants have produced an experimental 
publication and series of public interventions to disseminate the results 

In pursuit of a more egalitarian ideal. THE CAGE / NEWSROOM 
propose a collective visual analysis, which entails understanding how 
social identities come to exist in relation to one another; how those 
social interactions produce marginalization and prosperity for different 

and reproduced ovef time.1*0 ? 

2075 NA serve the putpose of eivil visual 
a platform wherein the citizens of Nepal c< 
archive The labor behind the Archive is 

liberation, by establishing 

focused on working with 

Within the workshop program of PhotoKalhmandu 20lit. THE CAGE: 
2075 CIVIL PRESS coordinated by Alejandro Acin (IC-Visual Lab). 
Julian Baron and fixed by Rohan Thapa (Nepal Point. Photography Art 

School of Arts and Educat 
its from Kathmandu Ui 

THE CAGE TEAM: Rohan Thapa. Sarbesh Dhungana. Sujan 
Chitrakar. Alejandro Acta. Anjila Manandhar. Hitesh Vaidya. Julian 
Baron. Diwas Maharjan. Tashi Lama. Nikash Yonjan. Rupesh Man 
Singh. Riya Dhungel. Pooja Duwal. Yashaswec Shrestha and Sujaan 
Shrexlh.i 
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Nepali Women & 
Recent Changes 

WRITTEN BY RUAJHAPA 

From the time I began con¬ 
sciously working for gender 
justice, some 30 years back, 
Nepali women at large have 
taken stupendous strides! This 
time also correlates to when 
the 1990 People Movement 
I was in the simmering up to 
when this historically political 
event unfolded. An unprec¬ 
edented number of women 
joined the movement to make 
it successful. In February 1996 
the Maoists declared the armed 
revolution and a 10 years long 
civil war issued. Over 17JOOO 
people lost their lives, hundreds 
of thousands were displaced, 
over 7000 women between 
the ages of 19 - 32 years were 
instantaneously widowed, and 
approximately 1400 disap¬ 
peared. During the war itself, 
according to one of the leaders 
of the Maoist, Dr. Baburam 
Bhattarai. the strength of the 
Maoists war came from some 
40* representation of women 
in the Maoist guerilla. To¬ 
day as Nepal transforms into a 
Republican State, there are also 
40% women who have won 
elections at the local level. 

From a predominantly patri¬ 
archal society where women 
had little education, health, and 
economic autonomy, to a space 
today where they play the key 
roles in the social, political and 
economic life is a very steep 
upward graph. During this 
relatively short period, rapid 
transitions into urbanization, 
modernization and the sheer 
forces of processes of global¬ 
ization coupled with the polit¬ 
ical transitions in Nepal have 
played a key role in this. When 
men migrate in large numbers 
for work or fled the country 
during the war, women hold 
homes together, farm, and are 
the key economic providers. 
During the war and in post war 

transition times, they upheld 
the peace in their communities 
and it was because of their for¬ 
titude and ingenuity that their 
children and elders survived in 
a country were Stale safety nets 
are virtually not present. 

Walking these times. I felt 
directly involved and engaged 
at the field level owing to the 2 
organizations I founded. With 
Tewa. the Nepal women's fund 
(www.tewaorg.np) we built 
local philanthropy and made 
grants to organized groups of 
women throughout Nepal. It 
was started almost with premo¬ 
nitions that conditions will get 
harder for women, just before 
the Maoists took to the jun¬ 
gles in September 1995. This 
helped resource 100s of wom¬ 
en's groups at Ibe local level at 
a time when development work 
had come to a screeching halt. 
Nagarik Aawaz (www.nagari- 
kaawazorg.np) was founded 
in 2001 during escalating 
violence, just after the noto¬ 
rious palace massacre. Here, 
we worked at peace building 
with and through the youths, 
women, and the displaced 
community at large. Through 
both these work at empowering 
women, and peace building. I 
feel I have managed to feel the 
pulse of Nepali development at 
large and women's progress in 

Two important words for Nepal 
are “diverse" and “transition". 
Along with all else. Nepali 
women have undergone very 
rapid transitions during this 
timeframe and they are also 
very diverse and come from 
different realities associated 
with class, caste, ethnicity, 
geography and religion. So 
a blanket statement will not 
qualify, but at large we know 
that significant progress has 

been made despite the hard¬ 
ships of these times. Through 
Tewa and ns ongoing work, 
which has supported over 485 
women groups through over 
640 programme in 69 districts 
of Nepal, we know that wom¬ 
en are excelling in community 
managing roles, in taking lead¬ 
ership (55 women are elected at 
the local governance level from 
among the grantee groups), and 
in entrepreneurship develop¬ 
ment roles. Women also now 
have better access to education, 
health, and decision-making. 
Has the cost of doing this work 
been higher than had the trans¬ 
formation been at an incremen¬ 
tal pace in stable times - we 
can only imagine and assess! 
But for sure the younger gen¬ 
eration will not go backwards 
and progress for Nepali women 
is inevitable where I prey the 
cost will be lesser in the future. 

On the other hand especially 
through the ongoing peace 
building work with youth and 
women at Nagarik Aawaz. we 
know that the Truth & Rec¬ 
onciliation Commission and 
the Commission of Investiga¬ 
tion on Enforced Disappeared 
Persons have not been very 
effective so far and have not 
been able to give justice to 
the people who have suffered 
the conflict. Besides, those 
affected children then, who 
are now young adults are still 
suffering the traumas of the 
past. Violence against women 
and children e.g. rape, is on the 
increase. Inflation experiential- 
ly is at 15% making us eco¬ 
nomically poorer by the day. 
But the State is devolving into 
Provincial States and wom¬ 
en are getting unprecedented 
opportunities in leadership and 
governance. However we also 
have to realize that decentraliz¬ 
ing and institutionalizing with 
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a weak and an unstable Slate 
machinery will be not easy, and 
women will inevitably have to 
carry the most brunt and costs. 

Nevertheless, given women's 
own experience. strengths and 
wisdom - we have wonderful 
opportunities for women owing 
to the political change, and 
this means it is progress for all 
Nepalis. Will the responsible 
parties and the State alto step 
up to invest, capacitate. and 
support the women in their 
forward journeys in meaningful 
ways, which can be truly felt 
by the women themselves? 

Only time will tell! 
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The Public Life 
of Woman 
FEMINIST MEMORY PROJECT (PHOTOCIRCLE) 

CURATED BY PIYYAS RAJA KC & NAYANTARA GURUNG KAKSHAPATI 

FELLOW RESEARCHS: AGASTAYA THAPA, NISHA RAI & NIKITA TRIPATMi 
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To become public is lo be seen and accounted for in history. 
The journey of Nepali women from within the boundaries 
of domesticity to the openness of public life is a move from 
obscurity to memory. This work showcases materials gathered by 
Nepal Picture Library in its effort to create a dedicated women's 
archive. It rides on the feminist impulse to memorialize women's 
pasts in the belief that their historical visibility will advance the 
case for liberation. 

This is an act of willing Nepali women en masse into public 
memory. It flashes instances from the past when women have 
taken on political struggle, addressed assemblies, paved new 
paths through education, published and shaped opinion, travelled 
and described the world, become figures of authority, and broken 
social norms. What we see is a view of how publicness itself has 
emerged as a key feminist strategy in Nepal. 

The Feminist Memory Project - Nepal Picture Library 

The Feminist Memory Project is a project by Nepal Picture Library 
that seeks to create a visual archive of women's movements in 
Nepal. Through gathered archival photographs, other documents 
and oral histories from around Nepal that capture women in 
pivotal moments of Nepali history, it consolidates contributions 
made by pioneering figures who remain marginalized in our male 
dominated historiographies. 

The research for this project was made possible through support 
from Magnum Foundation. 
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Disabilities are 
no exception 

2075 

faro iprtMPni 7 TOtTOt fTOTO st i ftpnrai W WTOtto TOfTO* arm 
I an* tomt* iron nt «# **W fTOn mTO TOr ft* TO7 aroj TO* ' 
ott*™ wrin TOhuuW snrxr mmT.TOre 7 Trorm hr# t*to a 11 nw 
rn TO rnr.iim ? ttttot smsRt wW a i nTO <s TO,tott TO 
TOT tot iror tout 'tzttjtt aaTO Tpa i n# TO* TO TO *nr net to 
## 7rfihraF'pl7<!ai#SWn>T#a* tot^ 
TO TOU TO 7-iUffl hwa TO 7 q^tTTO V^nTO TOT TOTO TO TO) i 
nr#* TOf froa TO TOT** kn.fTOTO Me TO TO* i >jTO-T TO-WTfa 
TOt aror to ITOnW <?7 ^ttot mW Taat i t^tot tto fTO farro *(fTO 
tot rjW to TOm <roo.t, TOnnW totoi aTO Wm n ** tfW 
(TO i TO ha a%rr^ ahte Tirhi ^ ^ aror tow wftT asTTf a?» 
«tto mro a=t TOT to TO tott tot totott at ( TO ha a to to Taaa 
TOaW war Tara* TO) TOT tout irearo TO afrora WTOr aTa nt 
*t art atW hTO i 3*f htaaar TO ha TOW at* ?hTOa toj arW 
Tira i TO* ha TO to tot aifaart TO +t«+*W sfTO TOftr; aaaT arfa 
snaara nW far; i aaf TO arrj tot i araafa TO TOTOr* fro TO TOft 
*M 7 aha faana Tetftriit fro ta=t ami t^fea afa aaa arh aror 
tot 75* a# 17jaar a TO aTam*i arfaa ?aa aarj^ mW a TO arro 
, a7 ata TO TOT enrol saara sjlaa arTO i me afa TO tot tsthW 
arara afaa aTTO i tot TO tjtoW toto aar rm ?a arTO i a 7 TO 
Taaa aaa arfa asara TO a TO TO ha TOTO TO sTO Mt 1 rot* TO 
a^a TO aar 1 to *f« TOaro ana uroi aar TO am arro ahro 1 arfa 
7ia aTO arar srnT.TOif? rods TO troara laairo v-ft-W far; nr aura 
ar#» TOW WTO infaah arTO 1 TOT TOfro arfa arh tTOTOi ft a*j 
aaTiTO'TO'i^iTiThTTOTTaaTOiaaa^ artaro kTO aa TOTOW 
(air 1 tttjjTOW iTTa 7 arfaaroat at tott TO anaar 1=# 7* 1 TO arfa 
arTO to1 TOn arrh aT>a nfTO aha afa »ja an «<iTO.*TOi*«i ar 
tTO 7 afaroa tt7tTO arfa a^ ^a 1 TOaa taaaar aha ah faW 7tct 
ahwa TO toA ah hmW a^r Waa TO TOa aarraj aa 1 aha afa 
afTa^aT aaaarh.awaT frWaTh.fTaaT faraarh 7 TOtarrar aararh 
tTO ®ta TO a^i 1 ana aaaai aaraa arfra TOTOi T7ra arfar 
yra aWa 1 to^t aara arfar mh*t arfa fwaa+T aTO afa aa^aar TOa 

aan 1 tot afa ara fTOahW aara ararar TOa aW^r 1 ?TOa TO 
aar ara TOTOt a aoa «a a hra tott faa %TOar a fafTO aa a=r TOTar 
afrW TO Tpj ^a 1 afa tot ara harma ara ahaT TO TO*i aTO aroi 
prr^ 1 aaa aah faaaar i arrgi TO TOtto fafai arfa TOaa# aafa aifa 
smsa aar?a TO aad.fa ara ®aa larhr 1 

I took the heart from different writings, I just copied and pasted 11 

which goes below: 

“With right access, we can reach any heights". Everybody ,s 
fighting some kind of stereotype, and, we. people with disab.l.ties 
are no exception. The difference is that barriers we, as persons 
with disabilil.es, face begin with society’s attitudes attitudes 
often rooted in misinformation and misunderstandings about what 
it’s like to live with disability. 

Disability and representation: social construct and social 
programming: how we are presented in the movies (like beggars, 
sympathetic characters, weak, poor etc.), political discourses, 
(state is like blind people arc like deaf-connolating disability to 
mean/disseminate negative sense with wrong terminologies 1 

"How am 1 different after all? You laugh, I too laugh, you cry. I too 
cry. My disability is not the primary condition of my personality, 
but this is just like a state of diversity: no pity, but priority, no 
charity, but opportunity! 
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An interview with 
Parijatfrom1963 

WRITTEN BY UTTAM KUNWAR TRANSLATED BY NIRANJAN KUNWAR 

Sisal is a type of tree known for being hardy. Sisal is also a 

but hardy. The Sisal tree is naturally wooden but Sisal..full of 
soft feelings, a pure flower, a delicate woman... I believe that 
humans are supreme creations otherwise Sisal would be born in 
a dog's society... 

The blossoming of a flower - is that the only purpose in life? 
Sisal, doesn't the wind have a right to blow? Have faith in the 
wind as well.' You know what Sisal, why don 1 you just accept 

in this animalistic society. For once. , for once Sisal, just accept 
ruin. Perhaps you won't cry then... 

Do you love me? 

That means...you will marry me. right? 

Listen. I will marry a man whom I have never seen before. . .And 
he has to be able to demonstrate his cruelty and savagery on the 
wedding night itself. If he attempts to understand my psychology, 
he will also be defeated.forever defeated. Do you not understand? 
I don't believe in love! 

Sisal! 

surrendering. 

Sisal, is this your... 

Yes, this is my only conclusion so far. 

And this is also Parijat's only conclusion so far 

"I’m not against marriage as long as there is mutual love and 
understanding. But I cannot submit myself. I cannot destroy my 

humanity; neither can I allow someone else to destroy it. To be 
completely honest, I despise the notion of offering one's body 
Perhaps this is because of my superiority complex ." 

It is possible that this is due to her superiority complex. But it's 
not that Parijat doesn’t want to get married at all. If someone with 
all the-qualities she desires shows up she will consider marriage 
In fact, there is someone in her life whom she considers to be "the 
one." but the issue of marriage has been lingering for a while 
Bhupi Sherchan, Madan Regmi and others have been associated 
with Parijat, but marriage is an altogether different ballgame; 
these men are friends only. And it’s possible that they do not have 
the qualities desired by Parijat. 

"Life is worthless, but it can’t be ignored. What 1 think of life is- 
it’s certainly not a joyful experience; humans are born to suffer. 
Humans have to endure suffering at every stage. One can invent 
any excuse to survive but whatever excuse one makes, life is very 
sad; life is purposeless. Even after knowing this. I make several 
excuses to live and I am capable of making excuses. That’s why 
there is no point complaining either. So whatever happens. I 
quietly tolerate and let it be." Sukanya and I have been listening 
to Parijat’s speech. 

But her speech hasn’t ended yet- “I don’t think humans arc 
inherently good. In comparison. I respect and love dogs equally 
because 1 have become disillusioned with humans " 

Why I to find out her complete reasoning behind this 
but Parijat interjects, perhaps having sensed my intention. I 
have understood people very well, based on my own perspective 
Because of our mental prowess and intelligence, we are capable 
of being extremely knowledgeable; and that’s how I encountered 
negative traits such as dishonesty and pride. Maybe that’s why 
there is disillusionment in me.” This is Parijat’s point of view and 
also Sisal s attitude. Sakambari and Suyogbir [characters from 
her novel Sirishko Phool] have similar perspectives. 

I ask. "Why have you mixed yourself with your characters in 
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this way, Parijat-ji? Why did you make each one of them your 
mouthpiece? Why did you tum Sirishko Phool. Ek Kathin 
Niskarsha and your poems into your life story?" My questions 
are not a reproach or a complaint, just sincere curiosity. 

Sukanya has been embroidering a handkerchief. I am sitting by 
a window. And in the empty space between us. there is a floor- 
cushion on which Parijat is sitting. 

“None of my work is my life story, but 1 did make Sisal. Sakambari 
and Suyogbir speak my thoughts. Basically, when it comes to 
life principles, I don’t find much difference between theirs and 
mine." After saying this, Parijat becomes quiet. I also remain 
quiet but am thinking to myself. “There isn't much difference in 
their daily lives either." 

And I remember Yevgeny Yevtushenko, who said, “If a poet 
divides herself into two parts- person and poet- then she will 
definitely murder her artistic self." Perhaps this is the reason 
why Parijat hasn't committed suicide yet. And perhaps Parijat 
will never commit suicide because I am hearing Parijat say it 
herself, "This is it for humans. I think this is all we know. And 
so I have accepted life the way it is and how it is. After all. what 
are humans anyway? And why should I obey them? I get mixed 
emotions and that’s why I don't get too negative either. And so, I 
don’t want to die just like that." 

A boy enters Parijat’s room, carrying flowers. He knows that 
Parijat likes flowers. He also knows that this is why Parijat 
named herself after a flower la flower that can only be picked 
after it has fallen, a flower that cannot be touched in its youth, 
a dead flower picked by Arjun and brought to Kunti so that 
she could worship Mahadev- that’s Parijat.) 

Inside Parijat’s room "lotus and sarwada are arranged neatly on a 
table; the Parijat flower is not there. In fact, the flower is never 
placed inside any hotel or club for decorative purpose; Parijat 
herself is never seen inside these venues. I know that Parijat 
doesn't like to visit or frequent such places. It’s not that she 
cultivated these habits in the last three years; she was like that 
even before these three years. 

Three years. 

One instant. One moment. One era. 

Parijat spent all that time inside one small room, like a prisoner. 
Prisoner of rheumatism. A tall wall at the end of a long street in 
front of the room- this is the limit of Parijat’s vision. The tall 
trees standing next to these tall Singha Durbar walls; the spring 
that graces these trees and the birds twittering and enjoying the 
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spring. Happiness everywhere; delirious birds in flight; and 
Parijat’s imagination in flight, always in flight- in the form of 
poems, stories, novels and now as a one-act play. 

A doctor comes regularly to check in on Parijat and Panya, 
regularly goes to Shanla Bhawan for check-ups. This sequence 
of back and forth continues; so does Parijat’s rheumatism li s a 
parallel progression. Tune passes-one. two. three days, a month, 

a year and then three years. 

Tears flow for Parijat. 

Pity descends upon Parijat. 

A petition gets registered for Parijat. 

A team of representatives gets mobilized for Parijat. 

The wheels keep turning. Parijat keeps on looking, listening 
to all this, can’t remain true to herself. Anger arises inside her. 
frustration increases and she gets bitter, towards herself and 
towards her sympathizers because Parijat knows how cheap 
people's tears are. how cheap ’pity' is. and in this way. how cheap 

everything is. 

I have been looking out of Parijat’s window at the empty street 
Sukanya’s handkerchief is not complete. And out of Parijat's 
mouth.'Tt will be exactly three years this March since'l have 
been shut inside a room. I can’t survive on pity and sympathy, 
that’s why I don’t want to advertise my inconvenience I am 
unable to provide pity and sympathy to others as well. That’s 
why I deeply resent and reject the emotions thrown at me by the 
literary community. I have accepted my disease as part of my 
life." This is how time has been passing. 

"My younger sister Sukanya is mad after literature and 
nationalism and she takes my existence better than (sic) of her 
own. She loves me like anything. I. who hale parasitism in love 
and maintenance, am a real parasite of her..." [An excerpt from 
Parijat’s autobiography, written in English) I have been reading 
and I reread it. this time in a clear voice so that people who might 
be listening can understand. And then I look at Parijat’s face. I 
sense gratitude. My eyes hover around and land on Sukanya- 
face. Her face becomes red- a beautiful mixture of shyness and 
acknowledgement. I ask Parijat. “This is it?" 

“No. apart from Sukanya. I am also grateful to Dayasingh Miss 
for letting me lengthen my life." 

“And maybe some others?’ 

"Yes. towards my own i life and with my faithlessness with life ’’ 

Z Tri 

“Faith is an experience that 
has no identity. It might 
work only for cowards and 
for people who have no self¬ 
esteem. That's why I don’t 
have faith in this thing called 
God. I don’t have faith in life 
either and I don't believe in 
this notion of belonging to 
someone.’’ 

“Parijat prefers philosophy to literature, right?" 

Her response. "I am more of a literary person; philosophy is just 
a subject of interest but literature is my life." 

“How did that happen?" 

“I started writing in order to remove a worry that was inside 

“And how did you start publishing?" 

"When I was doing my Intermediate studies. Chittaranjan-ji came 
to teach Sukanya. At that time, 1 had written two or three poems. 
Chittaranjan-ji saw them and said. “I like them. I will publish 
them." He took the poems and later Dui Kabita got published 
in Oharti around 1957. * 

My response comes in the form of "Oh... "Then I start speaking. 
“Parijat-ji. how do you view literature these days?" 

The answer I get is. “I consider literature a major part of 
civilization. A nation cannot develop without the development of 
literature. That’s why literature is an inseparable part of a nation." 

"How much do you trust yourself to develop literature?" 

“I don’t trust myself at all when it comes to these things. In fact I 
don’t trust the notion that ’If I do it it’ll develop and if I don’t do 
it. it won’t develop.” I write, readers read. And that’s the limit of 
my creative ambition. 1 haven't thought beyond this.” 

"How much have you thought about sex? Should there be a limit 
to sexual expression in literature? What do you think about this 

idea?" I try to explore Parijat inside out. 

sex while imagining 

the work. Sexual expression shouldn't be vulgar or obscene." 

“To what extent.. ? Actually, what exactly is vulgarity and 

obscenity anyway?" 

"It depends on the way words and language are used If sex is 
described merely for arousal and entertainment, that’s vulgarity 
and obscenity. Literature shouldn't be like that But if the writer 
is very aware and the description regarding sex is sincere, then 
one can invent legitimate literature on sex. In fact, this is lacking 
in literature, this necessity in life. It’s a problem.” 

"That’s fine but sincerity! What kind of sincerity? Sincerity 
towards whom? Towards yourself? Towards society or towards 

those handful of readers?" 

"Sincerity as in awareness; not towards society or readers but 

towards yourself." 

Parijat’s mother passed away when she was a little girl. But 
her large apd prosperous family filled the gap left behind by her 
mother to some extent. Even so. from a young age. Parijat has 
been inclined to solitude Gradually, family members started 
dying: her father started wearying. His medical practice, once 
successful, started to diminish. His faithlessness towards life 
increased; the household’s wealth decreased While growing 
up in this environment, Parijat's tendency to seek solitude 

became even greater. 

Her grandfather had moved from Chainpur to Darjeeling: the 
granddaughter moved from Darjeeling to Kathmandu. Along 
with her were her younger sister Sukanya and her father, who 
had cut himself off from everything in life. The sisters enrolled 
themselves for further studies. Sukanya went to National College. 
Parijat to PadmaKanya. Both of them graduated and both stepped 
forward, prepared to work hard and struggle in order to survive. 

Over time, Parijat’s interest in religious texts deepened. Her 
studyof Gila, Bible and Quran increased. Along with this 
growth in study, Parijat’s faithlessness also increased and 
one day Parijat declared. "Faith is an experience that has no 
identity.'’ 

The flowers inside a vase close to Parijat's bed have wilted. 
Sukanya is rearranging the bouquet brought by the boy earlier 
in the morning. These flowers are fresh; they are beautiful, an 
attempt to maintain meaning in Parijat's life, just like the attempt 
made by Sirishko Phool. 

I ask. “What do you think of Sirishko PhootT 

Sukanya lights a matchstick. Parijat blows out smoke, the smoke 
rises and colors the room. 

regarding 
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Another pulT of smoke escapes from Panjat's mouth and so do 
these words, "There was no obligation for the philosophical ideas 
in Sirishkd Phool to enter public life, but it did anyway. Now, there 
is that obligation. I'm proud of the fact that it shook traditional 
mindsets. 1 am also proud of Sirishko Phool for introducing an 
innovative way to write a novel in terms of language, style, plot 
and character presentation. I was already familiar with the idea 
that one ought to revolutionize novel-writing. Because no one 
has actually written a novel in Nepali. No one has the courage to 
write it. not even as much courage demonstrated by Suyogbir's 

acceptance." 

Parijal continues to show her courage: Sukanya and I continue to 
listen. I have not been merely listening though: I also speak now 
and then. "Shankar Lamichhane's preface to Sirishko Phool was 
controversial out there: do you agree with the preface?” 

"I do. I had a wish to get Lamichhane-ji to write a preface to 
one of my novels. Uttam-ji. I got that wish fulfilled. Someone 
like Shankar Lamichhane tried to understand my sensibilities and 
wrote a thoughtful piece about me- that is a great honor. I also 
agree with his reasoning from a philosophical viewpoint." 

"What do you like writing the most- poems, stories or a novel?' 

"Whose work do you like?" 

going for picnics into the woods' and listening to n)usic 

The sunhas been getting stronger in tali Sadak. Buses and cars 
zoom past, in competition with each other: the chirping of birds 
softens. But my. voice is clear. "In your opinion, what is your 

most successful work?” 

Panjat's voice’ is clea^r than mine. “Actually. I haven't beer 
successful at anything But In terms of comparative success. I 
like my story T.ur.ko Phool, Paeenyako Gandba and when „ 
comes to poems, f like Lahurelai Rogi Premikako Patra. Mrityuk,. 
Angaloma and Nasodh. Ae Ghau. When I read these. 1 feel like I 

am really on my way to becoming a writer. 

"What are you planning to write now?" 

"If I live, 1 would like to write one more novel. These days. 1 
write narratives for the radio - at least that covers my cigarette 

This is Parijat's life story. No. let's not call this her life story 
this is just a commentary. As Yevtushenko said it- “A poet s 
autobiography is her poem. Apart from that, everything else is 

mere commentary." 

September?, 1963 

"1 like poems written by Madan Regmi and, Mohan Koirala. 
I also really enjoyed Bhupi's poems, the ones he wrote when 
he was still dedicated to literature. When it comes to prose. I 
prefer Balkrishna Pokhrel. Shankar Lamichhane and Ramesh 
Bikal. Among those who are writing in innovative ways. I like 
Dhruba Chanda Gaulam. Madan Regmi. and Prema Shah. The 
way Prema Shah presents her stories is comparable to any other 
internationally acclaimed writer." 

A cigarette gets lit again, smoke comes out of Parijat's mouth 
again. Meanwhile. I resume reading. '7 knew afterward thutf 
she was a very beautiful woman who preferred to live behind 
the curtain with her family members and children, always 
fascinating the household affairs.” [An excerpt from Parijat's 
autobiography, written in English] 

This is a description of Parijat's mother. Parijat's description will 
also be similar. Gardening, embroidering, cooking, inviting people 
for meals - these arc Parijat's interests. She still pursues these 
interests, although infrequently, as long as her body lets her. Her 
mother had similar interests as well.. And the daughter, just like her 
mother, is slender and beautiful. The smoke comes out again- this 
is Parijat's current medium of entertainment. Actually this is not 
the only way she entertains herself. She also enjoys chitchatting. 

Pari/at was a pen name chosen by the writer Bishnu Human 
Waiba. She was born in Darjeeling. She passed away on April 
16. 1992 in Kathmandu at the age of 55. This is a translation by 
Niranjan Kunwar of an article from Ultam Kunwar's anthology of 
Interviews. Srasta ra Sahitva I Authors and Literature), published 
by the Ultam Kunwar Memorial Award Fund. 
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Printing new 
social fabrics 

Tlie workshop has been a creative exploration reflecting back 
to our histories, movements, issues and personal archives of 
the past and presenting them as a contemporary archives in the 
form of newspaper which portrays black and white images that 
provide the sense of traditional image of newspaper and smell of 
our history. 

We mostly work on the manual manipulation of the image using a 
photocopy machine as our medium which was instinctive though 
the produced image was usually an impression of our history and 
how it responds to our sense in the present. We could observe 
the changing essence of the image on printing and re printing, 
exploring possibilities with our choice of medium . reflecting 
back on the image of past to comprehend the social, economic 
political cultural changes our country has gone through by 
analysing the images 

The newspaper seemed a suitable medium to disseminate visuals 
toward public as that is what newspaper does. The idea of 
curating the works produced throughout the workshop, dealing 
with multiple images, seeking content and context, gave us 
the feeling of a newsroom. Hence, this collaborative workshop 
opened an important curtain in the field of archiving. Histories 
Together- Images Together- Links Together- Archives Together- 
Minds Together!!! 

We would like to thank our mentors Alejandro Actn. Julian 
Baron. Rohan Thapa and Kathmandu University School of Arts 
for hosting this workshop. 

Kathmandu University’s Center for Art and Design (KUCAD) 
was established as an educational space for creative explorations 
and critical engagement with Nepal's unique artistic heritage and 
contemporary aesthetics. Over the years, our students have left 
an unforgettable mark on Nepal’s burgeoning art scene. As an 
institution, we leam and adapt to our students and the changing 
dynamics of Nepali society and culture, but persist in our belief 
in a critical approach to our past and present for the creation of 
the yet unimagined. 

This workshop is an example of how we challenge our students 
to think beyond the monotone of a regimented education. At 
KUCAD. we seek to nurture curiosity and make our student 
lifelong learners. Our program has consistently shown what an 
education in the arts can make possible and we have persistently 
challenged Nepal's social and historical neglect of creators and 
innovators. It is through the arts that we can examine, imagine, 
and mold technology and our social fabric to build a better world. 
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THE CAGE: 
2075 CIVIL PRESS 
Experiments over documentation 

2075 Nepali Archive was bom in October 2018, two years after the 
conversation between Julian BarOn and Rohan Thapa, 2075 NA has the 

a photo copy machine this images survive bringing new meanings Any 
photocopied document is converted into an hmgtlexl. which is reborn, 
tree and expands the characteristics of the image. We could say that the 

2075 NA aims to address the paradigm of time as a constantly spinning 
helix, a natural cycle recurring ad-inlinitum Nepal, a diffuse territory 
long ensnared in political tensions with India and China, and with a 
modem history marked by absolute monarchy, civil war and democracy, 
has synthesized its identity primarily through ntuals. religion, 
language, and nature. In today's global age. tourism, agriculture, and 
labour migrations are among its chief socio-economic drivers, and the 
society faces a constant pressure to rc imagine itself. 

In Kathmandu. THE CAGE'S team behaved like a NEWSROOM 
encouraging local citizens to visually respond to contemporary socio¬ 
political issues By activating the 2075 NA which is composed of 
official. unofficial. cooperative. community, and personal images - both 
physical and digital, where participants have produced an experimental 
publication and series of public interventions to disseminate the results 

In pursuit of a more egalitarian ideal. THE CAGE / NEWSROOM 
propose a collective visual analysis, which entails understanding how 
social identities come to exist in relation to one another; how those 
social interactions produce marginalization and prosperity for different 

and reproduced ovef time.1*0 ? 

2075 NA serve the putpose of eivil visual 
a platform wherein the citizens of Nepal c< 
archive The labor behind the Archive is 

liberation, by establishing 

focused on working with 

Within the workshop program of PhotoKalhmandu 20lit. THE CAGE: 
2075 CIVIL PRESS coordinated by Alejandro Acin (IC-Visual Lab). 
Julian Baron and fixed by Rohan Thapa (Nepal Point. Photography Art 

School of Arts and Educat 
its from Kathmandu Ui 

THE CAGE TEAM: Rohan Thapa. Sarbesh Dhungana. Sujan 
Chitrakar. Alejandro Acta. Anjila Manandhar. Hitesh Vaidya. Julian 
Baron. Diwas Maharjan. Tashi Lama. Nikash Yonjan. Rupesh Man 
Singh. Riya Dhungel. Pooja Duwal. Yashaswec Shrestha and Sujaan 
Shrexlh.i 
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Nepali Women & 
Recent Changes 

WRITTEN BY RUAJHAPA 

From the time I began con¬ 
sciously working for gender 
justice, some 30 years back, 
Nepali women at large have 
taken stupendous strides! This 
time also correlates to when 
the 1990 People Movement 
I was in the simmering up to 
when this historically political 
event unfolded. An unprec¬ 
edented number of women 
joined the movement to make 
it successful. In February 1996 
the Maoists declared the armed 
revolution and a 10 years long 
civil war issued. Over 17JOOO 
people lost their lives, hundreds 
of thousands were displaced, 
over 7000 women between 
the ages of 19 - 32 years were 
instantaneously widowed, and 
approximately 1400 disap¬ 
peared. During the war itself, 
according to one of the leaders 
of the Maoist, Dr. Baburam 
Bhattarai. the strength of the 
Maoists war came from some 
40* representation of women 
in the Maoist guerilla. To¬ 
day as Nepal transforms into a 
Republican State, there are also 
40% women who have won 
elections at the local level. 

From a predominantly patri¬ 
archal society where women 
had little education, health, and 
economic autonomy, to a space 
today where they play the key 
roles in the social, political and 
economic life is a very steep 
upward graph. During this 
relatively short period, rapid 
transitions into urbanization, 
modernization and the sheer 
forces of processes of global¬ 
ization coupled with the polit¬ 
ical transitions in Nepal have 
played a key role in this. When 
men migrate in large numbers 
for work or fled the country 
during the war, women hold 
homes together, farm, and are 
the key economic providers. 
During the war and in post war 

transition times, they upheld 
the peace in their communities 
and it was because of their for¬ 
titude and ingenuity that their 
children and elders survived in 
a country were Stale safety nets 
are virtually not present. 

Walking these times. I felt 
directly involved and engaged 
at the field level owing to the 2 
organizations I founded. With 
Tewa. the Nepal women's fund 
(www.tewaorg.np) we built 
local philanthropy and made 
grants to organized groups of 
women throughout Nepal. It 
was started almost with premo¬ 
nitions that conditions will get 
harder for women, just before 
the Maoists took to the jun¬ 
gles in September 1995. This 
helped resource 100s of wom¬ 
en's groups at Ibe local level at 
a time when development work 
had come to a screeching halt. 
Nagarik Aawaz (www.nagari- 
kaawazorg.np) was founded 
in 2001 during escalating 
violence, just after the noto¬ 
rious palace massacre. Here, 
we worked at peace building 
with and through the youths, 
women, and the displaced 
community at large. Through 
both these work at empowering 
women, and peace building. I 
feel I have managed to feel the 
pulse of Nepali development at 
large and women's progress in 

Two important words for Nepal 
are “diverse" and “transition". 
Along with all else. Nepali 
women have undergone very 
rapid transitions during this 
timeframe and they are also 
very diverse and come from 
different realities associated 
with class, caste, ethnicity, 
geography and religion. So 
a blanket statement will not 
qualify, but at large we know 
that significant progress has 

been made despite the hard¬ 
ships of these times. Through 
Tewa and ns ongoing work, 
which has supported over 485 
women groups through over 
640 programme in 69 districts 
of Nepal, we know that wom¬ 
en are excelling in community 
managing roles, in taking lead¬ 
ership (55 women are elected at 
the local governance level from 
among the grantee groups), and 
in entrepreneurship develop¬ 
ment roles. Women also now 
have better access to education, 
health, and decision-making. 
Has the cost of doing this work 
been higher than had the trans¬ 
formation been at an incremen¬ 
tal pace in stable times - we 
can only imagine and assess! 
But for sure the younger gen¬ 
eration will not go backwards 
and progress for Nepali women 
is inevitable where I prey the 
cost will be lesser in the future. 

On the other hand especially 
through the ongoing peace 
building work with youth and 
women at Nagarik Aawaz. we 
know that the Truth & Rec¬ 
onciliation Commission and 
the Commission of Investiga¬ 
tion on Enforced Disappeared 
Persons have not been very 
effective so far and have not 
been able to give justice to 
the people who have suffered 
the conflict. Besides, those 
affected children then, who 
are now young adults are still 
suffering the traumas of the 
past. Violence against women 
and children e.g. rape, is on the 
increase. Inflation experiential- 
ly is at 15% making us eco¬ 
nomically poorer by the day. 
But the State is devolving into 
Provincial States and wom¬ 
en are getting unprecedented 
opportunities in leadership and 
governance. However we also 
have to realize that decentraliz¬ 
ing and institutionalizing with 
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a weak and an unstable Slate 
machinery will be not easy, and 
women will inevitably have to 
carry the most brunt and costs. 

Nevertheless, given women's 
own experience. strengths and 
wisdom - we have wonderful 
opportunities for women owing 
to the political change, and 
this means it is progress for all 
Nepalis. Will the responsible 
parties and the State alto step 
up to invest, capacitate. and 
support the women in their 
forward journeys in meaningful 
ways, which can be truly felt 
by the women themselves? 

Only time will tell! 
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The Public Life 
of Woman 
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To become public is lo be seen and accounted for in history. 
The journey of Nepali women from within the boundaries 
of domesticity to the openness of public life is a move from 
obscurity to memory. This work showcases materials gathered by 
Nepal Picture Library in its effort to create a dedicated women's 
archive. It rides on the feminist impulse to memorialize women's 
pasts in the belief that their historical visibility will advance the 
case for liberation. 

This is an act of willing Nepali women en masse into public 
memory. It flashes instances from the past when women have 
taken on political struggle, addressed assemblies, paved new 
paths through education, published and shaped opinion, travelled 
and described the world, become figures of authority, and broken 
social norms. What we see is a view of how publicness itself has 
emerged as a key feminist strategy in Nepal. 

The Feminist Memory Project - Nepal Picture Library 

The Feminist Memory Project is a project by Nepal Picture Library 
that seeks to create a visual archive of women's movements in 
Nepal. Through gathered archival photographs, other documents 
and oral histories from around Nepal that capture women in 
pivotal moments of Nepali history, it consolidates contributions 
made by pioneering figures who remain marginalized in our male 
dominated historiographies. 

The research for this project was made possible through support 
from Magnum Foundation. 
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Disabilities are 
no exception 

2075 

faro iprtMPni 7 TOtTOt fTOTO st i ftpnrai W WTOtto TOfTO* arm 
I an* tomt* iron nt «# **W fTOn mTO TOr ft* TO7 aroj TO* ' 
ott*™ wrin TOhuuW snrxr mmT.TOre 7 Trorm hr# t*to a 11 nw 
rn TO rnr.iim ? ttttot smsRt wW a i nTO <s TO,tott TO 
TOT tot iror tout 'tzttjtt aaTO Tpa i n# TO* TO TO *nr net to 
## 7rfihraF'pl7<!ai#SWn>T#a* tot^ 
TO TOU TO 7-iUffl hwa TO 7 q^tTTO V^nTO TOT TOTO TO TO) i 
nr#* TOf froa TO TOT** kn.fTOTO Me TO TO* i >jTO-T TO-WTfa 
TOt aror to ITOnW <?7 ^ttot mW Taat i t^tot tto fTO farro *(fTO 
tot rjW to TOm <roo.t, TOnnW totoi aTO Wm n ** tfW 
(TO i TO ha a%rr^ ahte Tirhi ^ ^ aror tow wftT asTTf a?» 
«tto mro a=t TOT to TO tott tot totott at ( TO ha a to to Taaa 
TOaW war Tara* TO) TOT tout irearo TO afrora WTOr aTa nt 
*t art atW hTO i 3*f htaaar TO ha TOW at* ?hTOa toj arW 
Tira i TO* ha TO to tot aifaart TO +t«+*W sfTO TOftr; aaaT arfa 
snaara nW far; i aaf TO arrj tot i araafa TO TOTOr* fro TO TOft 
*M 7 aha faana Tetftriit fro ta=t ami t^fea afa aaa arh aror 
tot 75* a# 17jaar a TO aTam*i arfaa ?aa aarj^ mW a TO arro 
, a7 ata TO TOT enrol saara sjlaa arTO i me afa TO tot tsthW 
arara afaa aTTO i tot TO tjtoW toto aar rm ?a arTO i a 7 TO 
Taaa aaa arfa asara TO a TO TO ha TOTO TO sTO Mt 1 rot* TO 
a^a TO aar 1 to *f« TOaro ana uroi aar TO am arro ahro 1 arfa 
7ia aTO arar srnT.TOif? rods TO troara laairo v-ft-W far; nr aura 
ar#» TOW WTO infaah arTO 1 TOT TOfro arfa arh tTOTOi ft a*j 
aaTiTO'TO'i^iTiThTTOTTaaTOiaaa^ artaro kTO aa TOTOW 
(air 1 tttjjTOW iTTa 7 arfaaroat at tott TO anaar 1=# 7* 1 TO arfa 
arTO to1 TOn arrh aT>a nfTO aha afa »ja an «<iTO.*TOi*«i ar 
tTO 7 afaroa tt7tTO arfa a^ ^a 1 TOaa taaaar aha ah faW 7tct 
ahwa TO toA ah hmW a^r Waa TO TOa aarraj aa 1 aha afa 
afTa^aT aaaarh.awaT frWaTh.fTaaT faraarh 7 TOtarrar aararh 
tTO ®ta TO a^i 1 ana aaaai aaraa arfra TOTOi T7ra arfar 
yra aWa 1 to^t aara arfar mh*t arfa fwaa+T aTO afa aa^aar TOa 

aan 1 tot afa ara fTOahW aara ararar TOa aW^r 1 ?TOa TO 
aar ara TOTOt a aoa «a a hra tott faa %TOar a fafTO aa a=r TOTar 
afrW TO Tpj ^a 1 afa tot ara harma ara ahaT TO TO*i aTO aroi 
prr^ 1 aaa aah faaaar i arrgi TO TOtto fafai arfa TOaa# aafa aifa 
smsa aar?a TO aad.fa ara ®aa larhr 1 

I took the heart from different writings, I just copied and pasted 11 

which goes below: 

“With right access, we can reach any heights". Everybody ,s 
fighting some kind of stereotype, and, we. people with disab.l.ties 
are no exception. The difference is that barriers we, as persons 
with disabilil.es, face begin with society’s attitudes attitudes 
often rooted in misinformation and misunderstandings about what 
it’s like to live with disability. 

Disability and representation: social construct and social 
programming: how we are presented in the movies (like beggars, 
sympathetic characters, weak, poor etc.), political discourses, 
(state is like blind people arc like deaf-connolating disability to 
mean/disseminate negative sense with wrong terminologies 1 

"How am 1 different after all? You laugh, I too laugh, you cry. I too 
cry. My disability is not the primary condition of my personality, 
but this is just like a state of diversity: no pity, but priority, no 
charity, but opportunity! 
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An interview with 
Parijatfrom1963 

WRITTEN BY UTTAM KUNWAR TRANSLATED BY NIRANJAN KUNWAR 

Sisal is a type of tree known for being hardy. Sisal is also a 

but hardy. The Sisal tree is naturally wooden but Sisal..full of 
soft feelings, a pure flower, a delicate woman... I believe that 
humans are supreme creations otherwise Sisal would be born in 
a dog's society... 

The blossoming of a flower - is that the only purpose in life? 
Sisal, doesn't the wind have a right to blow? Have faith in the 
wind as well.' You know what Sisal, why don 1 you just accept 

in this animalistic society. For once. , for once Sisal, just accept 
ruin. Perhaps you won't cry then... 

Do you love me? 

That means...you will marry me. right? 

Listen. I will marry a man whom I have never seen before. . .And 
he has to be able to demonstrate his cruelty and savagery on the 
wedding night itself. If he attempts to understand my psychology, 
he will also be defeated.forever defeated. Do you not understand? 
I don't believe in love! 

Sisal! 

surrendering. 

Sisal, is this your... 

Yes, this is my only conclusion so far. 

And this is also Parijat's only conclusion so far 

"I’m not against marriage as long as there is mutual love and 
understanding. But I cannot submit myself. I cannot destroy my 

humanity; neither can I allow someone else to destroy it. To be 
completely honest, I despise the notion of offering one's body 
Perhaps this is because of my superiority complex ." 

It is possible that this is due to her superiority complex. But it's 
not that Parijat doesn’t want to get married at all. If someone with 
all the-qualities she desires shows up she will consider marriage 
In fact, there is someone in her life whom she considers to be "the 
one." but the issue of marriage has been lingering for a while 
Bhupi Sherchan, Madan Regmi and others have been associated 
with Parijat, but marriage is an altogether different ballgame; 
these men are friends only. And it’s possible that they do not have 
the qualities desired by Parijat. 

"Life is worthless, but it can’t be ignored. What 1 think of life is- 
it’s certainly not a joyful experience; humans are born to suffer. 
Humans have to endure suffering at every stage. One can invent 
any excuse to survive but whatever excuse one makes, life is very 
sad; life is purposeless. Even after knowing this. I make several 
excuses to live and I am capable of making excuses. That’s why 
there is no point complaining either. So whatever happens. I 
quietly tolerate and let it be." Sukanya and I have been listening 
to Parijat’s speech. 

But her speech hasn’t ended yet- “I don’t think humans arc 
inherently good. In comparison. I respect and love dogs equally 
because 1 have become disillusioned with humans " 

Why I to find out her complete reasoning behind this 
but Parijat interjects, perhaps having sensed my intention. I 
have understood people very well, based on my own perspective 
Because of our mental prowess and intelligence, we are capable 
of being extremely knowledgeable; and that’s how I encountered 
negative traits such as dishonesty and pride. Maybe that’s why 
there is disillusionment in me.” This is Parijat’s point of view and 
also Sisal s attitude. Sakambari and Suyogbir [characters from 
her novel Sirishko Phool] have similar perspectives. 

I ask. "Why have you mixed yourself with your characters in 
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this way, Parijat-ji? Why did you make each one of them your 
mouthpiece? Why did you tum Sirishko Phool. Ek Kathin 
Niskarsha and your poems into your life story?" My questions 
are not a reproach or a complaint, just sincere curiosity. 

Sukanya has been embroidering a handkerchief. I am sitting by 
a window. And in the empty space between us. there is a floor- 
cushion on which Parijat is sitting. 

“None of my work is my life story, but 1 did make Sisal. Sakambari 
and Suyogbir speak my thoughts. Basically, when it comes to 
life principles, I don’t find much difference between theirs and 
mine." After saying this, Parijat becomes quiet. I also remain 
quiet but am thinking to myself. “There isn't much difference in 
their daily lives either." 

And I remember Yevgeny Yevtushenko, who said, “If a poet 
divides herself into two parts- person and poet- then she will 
definitely murder her artistic self." Perhaps this is the reason 
why Parijat hasn't committed suicide yet. And perhaps Parijat 
will never commit suicide because I am hearing Parijat say it 
herself, "This is it for humans. I think this is all we know. And 
so I have accepted life the way it is and how it is. After all. what 
are humans anyway? And why should I obey them? I get mixed 
emotions and that’s why I don't get too negative either. And so, I 
don’t want to die just like that." 

A boy enters Parijat’s room, carrying flowers. He knows that 
Parijat likes flowers. He also knows that this is why Parijat 
named herself after a flower la flower that can only be picked 
after it has fallen, a flower that cannot be touched in its youth, 
a dead flower picked by Arjun and brought to Kunti so that 
she could worship Mahadev- that’s Parijat.) 

Inside Parijat’s room "lotus and sarwada are arranged neatly on a 
table; the Parijat flower is not there. In fact, the flower is never 
placed inside any hotel or club for decorative purpose; Parijat 
herself is never seen inside these venues. I know that Parijat 
doesn't like to visit or frequent such places. It’s not that she 
cultivated these habits in the last three years; she was like that 
even before these three years. 

Three years. 

One instant. One moment. One era. 

Parijat spent all that time inside one small room, like a prisoner. 
Prisoner of rheumatism. A tall wall at the end of a long street in 
front of the room- this is the limit of Parijat’s vision. The tall 
trees standing next to these tall Singha Durbar walls; the spring 
that graces these trees and the birds twittering and enjoying the 
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spring. Happiness everywhere; delirious birds in flight; and 
Parijat’s imagination in flight, always in flight- in the form of 
poems, stories, novels and now as a one-act play. 

A doctor comes regularly to check in on Parijat and Panya, 
regularly goes to Shanla Bhawan for check-ups. This sequence 
of back and forth continues; so does Parijat’s rheumatism li s a 
parallel progression. Tune passes-one. two. three days, a month, 

a year and then three years. 

Tears flow for Parijat. 

Pity descends upon Parijat. 

A petition gets registered for Parijat. 

A team of representatives gets mobilized for Parijat. 

The wheels keep turning. Parijat keeps on looking, listening 
to all this, can’t remain true to herself. Anger arises inside her. 
frustration increases and she gets bitter, towards herself and 
towards her sympathizers because Parijat knows how cheap 
people's tears are. how cheap ’pity' is. and in this way. how cheap 

everything is. 

I have been looking out of Parijat’s window at the empty street 
Sukanya’s handkerchief is not complete. And out of Parijat's 
mouth.'Tt will be exactly three years this March since'l have 
been shut inside a room. I can’t survive on pity and sympathy, 
that’s why I don’t want to advertise my inconvenience I am 
unable to provide pity and sympathy to others as well. That’s 
why I deeply resent and reject the emotions thrown at me by the 
literary community. I have accepted my disease as part of my 
life." This is how time has been passing. 

"My younger sister Sukanya is mad after literature and 
nationalism and she takes my existence better than (sic) of her 
own. She loves me like anything. I. who hale parasitism in love 
and maintenance, am a real parasite of her..." [An excerpt from 
Parijat’s autobiography, written in English) I have been reading 
and I reread it. this time in a clear voice so that people who might 
be listening can understand. And then I look at Parijat’s face. I 
sense gratitude. My eyes hover around and land on Sukanya- 
face. Her face becomes red- a beautiful mixture of shyness and 
acknowledgement. I ask Parijat. “This is it?" 

“No. apart from Sukanya. I am also grateful to Dayasingh Miss 
for letting me lengthen my life." 

“And maybe some others?’ 

"Yes. towards my own i life and with my faithlessness with life ’’ 

Z Tri 

“Faith is an experience that 
has no identity. It might 
work only for cowards and 
for people who have no self¬ 
esteem. That's why I don’t 
have faith in this thing called 
God. I don’t have faith in life 
either and I don't believe in 
this notion of belonging to 
someone.’’ 

“Parijat prefers philosophy to literature, right?" 

Her response. "I am more of a literary person; philosophy is just 
a subject of interest but literature is my life." 

“How did that happen?" 

“I started writing in order to remove a worry that was inside 

“And how did you start publishing?" 

"When I was doing my Intermediate studies. Chittaranjan-ji came 
to teach Sukanya. At that time, 1 had written two or three poems. 
Chittaranjan-ji saw them and said. “I like them. I will publish 
them." He took the poems and later Dui Kabita got published 
in Oharti around 1957. * 

My response comes in the form of "Oh... "Then I start speaking. 
“Parijat-ji. how do you view literature these days?" 

The answer I get is. “I consider literature a major part of 
civilization. A nation cannot develop without the development of 
literature. That’s why literature is an inseparable part of a nation." 

"How much do you trust yourself to develop literature?" 

“I don’t trust myself at all when it comes to these things. In fact I 
don’t trust the notion that ’If I do it it’ll develop and if I don’t do 
it. it won’t develop.” I write, readers read. And that’s the limit of 
my creative ambition. 1 haven't thought beyond this.” 

"How much have you thought about sex? Should there be a limit 
to sexual expression in literature? What do you think about this 

idea?" I try to explore Parijat inside out. 

sex while imagining 

the work. Sexual expression shouldn't be vulgar or obscene." 

“To what extent.. ? Actually, what exactly is vulgarity and 

obscenity anyway?" 

"It depends on the way words and language are used If sex is 
described merely for arousal and entertainment, that’s vulgarity 
and obscenity. Literature shouldn't be like that But if the writer 
is very aware and the description regarding sex is sincere, then 
one can invent legitimate literature on sex. In fact, this is lacking 
in literature, this necessity in life. It’s a problem.” 

"That’s fine but sincerity! What kind of sincerity? Sincerity 
towards whom? Towards yourself? Towards society or towards 

those handful of readers?" 

"Sincerity as in awareness; not towards society or readers but 

towards yourself." 

Parijat’s mother passed away when she was a little girl. But 
her large apd prosperous family filled the gap left behind by her 
mother to some extent. Even so. from a young age. Parijat has 
been inclined to solitude Gradually, family members started 
dying: her father started wearying. His medical practice, once 
successful, started to diminish. His faithlessness towards life 
increased; the household’s wealth decreased While growing 
up in this environment, Parijat's tendency to seek solitude 

became even greater. 

Her grandfather had moved from Chainpur to Darjeeling: the 
granddaughter moved from Darjeeling to Kathmandu. Along 
with her were her younger sister Sukanya and her father, who 
had cut himself off from everything in life. The sisters enrolled 
themselves for further studies. Sukanya went to National College. 
Parijat to PadmaKanya. Both of them graduated and both stepped 
forward, prepared to work hard and struggle in order to survive. 

Over time, Parijat’s interest in religious texts deepened. Her 
studyof Gila, Bible and Quran increased. Along with this 
growth in study, Parijat’s faithlessness also increased and 
one day Parijat declared. "Faith is an experience that has no 
identity.'’ 

The flowers inside a vase close to Parijat's bed have wilted. 
Sukanya is rearranging the bouquet brought by the boy earlier 
in the morning. These flowers are fresh; they are beautiful, an 
attempt to maintain meaning in Parijat's life, just like the attempt 
made by Sirishko Phool. 

I ask. “What do you think of Sirishko PhootT 

Sukanya lights a matchstick. Parijat blows out smoke, the smoke 
rises and colors the room. 

regarding 
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Another pulT of smoke escapes from Panjat's mouth and so do 
these words, "There was no obligation for the philosophical ideas 
in Sirishkd Phool to enter public life, but it did anyway. Now, there 
is that obligation. I'm proud of the fact that it shook traditional 
mindsets. 1 am also proud of Sirishko Phool for introducing an 
innovative way to write a novel in terms of language, style, plot 
and character presentation. I was already familiar with the idea 
that one ought to revolutionize novel-writing. Because no one 
has actually written a novel in Nepali. No one has the courage to 
write it. not even as much courage demonstrated by Suyogbir's 

acceptance." 

Parijal continues to show her courage: Sukanya and I continue to 
listen. I have not been merely listening though: I also speak now 
and then. "Shankar Lamichhane's preface to Sirishko Phool was 
controversial out there: do you agree with the preface?” 

"I do. I had a wish to get Lamichhane-ji to write a preface to 
one of my novels. Uttam-ji. I got that wish fulfilled. Someone 
like Shankar Lamichhane tried to understand my sensibilities and 
wrote a thoughtful piece about me- that is a great honor. I also 
agree with his reasoning from a philosophical viewpoint." 

"What do you like writing the most- poems, stories or a novel?' 

"Whose work do you like?" 

going for picnics into the woods' and listening to n)usic 

The sunhas been getting stronger in tali Sadak. Buses and cars 
zoom past, in competition with each other: the chirping of birds 
softens. But my. voice is clear. "In your opinion, what is your 

most successful work?” 

Panjat's voice’ is clea^r than mine. “Actually. I haven't beer 
successful at anything But In terms of comparative success. I 
like my story T.ur.ko Phool, Paeenyako Gandba and when „ 
comes to poems, f like Lahurelai Rogi Premikako Patra. Mrityuk,. 
Angaloma and Nasodh. Ae Ghau. When I read these. 1 feel like I 

am really on my way to becoming a writer. 

"What are you planning to write now?" 

"If I live, 1 would like to write one more novel. These days. 1 
write narratives for the radio - at least that covers my cigarette 

This is Parijat's life story. No. let's not call this her life story 
this is just a commentary. As Yevtushenko said it- “A poet s 
autobiography is her poem. Apart from that, everything else is 

mere commentary." 

September?, 1963 

"1 like poems written by Madan Regmi and, Mohan Koirala. 
I also really enjoyed Bhupi's poems, the ones he wrote when 
he was still dedicated to literature. When it comes to prose. I 
prefer Balkrishna Pokhrel. Shankar Lamichhane and Ramesh 
Bikal. Among those who are writing in innovative ways. I like 
Dhruba Chanda Gaulam. Madan Regmi. and Prema Shah. The 
way Prema Shah presents her stories is comparable to any other 
internationally acclaimed writer." 

A cigarette gets lit again, smoke comes out of Parijat's mouth 
again. Meanwhile. I resume reading. '7 knew afterward thutf 
she was a very beautiful woman who preferred to live behind 
the curtain with her family members and children, always 
fascinating the household affairs.” [An excerpt from Parijat's 
autobiography, written in English] 

This is a description of Parijat's mother. Parijat's description will 
also be similar. Gardening, embroidering, cooking, inviting people 
for meals - these arc Parijat's interests. She still pursues these 
interests, although infrequently, as long as her body lets her. Her 
mother had similar interests as well.. And the daughter, just like her 
mother, is slender and beautiful. The smoke comes out again- this 
is Parijat's current medium of entertainment. Actually this is not 
the only way she entertains herself. She also enjoys chitchatting. 

Pari/at was a pen name chosen by the writer Bishnu Human 
Waiba. She was born in Darjeeling. She passed away on April 
16. 1992 in Kathmandu at the age of 55. This is a translation by 
Niranjan Kunwar of an article from Ultam Kunwar's anthology of 
Interviews. Srasta ra Sahitva I Authors and Literature), published 
by the Ultam Kunwar Memorial Award Fund. 
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Printing new 
social fabrics 

Tlie workshop has been a creative exploration reflecting back 
to our histories, movements, issues and personal archives of 
the past and presenting them as a contemporary archives in the 
form of newspaper which portrays black and white images that 
provide the sense of traditional image of newspaper and smell of 
our history. 

We mostly work on the manual manipulation of the image using a 
photocopy machine as our medium which was instinctive though 
the produced image was usually an impression of our history and 
how it responds to our sense in the present. We could observe 
the changing essence of the image on printing and re printing, 
exploring possibilities with our choice of medium . reflecting 
back on the image of past to comprehend the social, economic 
political cultural changes our country has gone through by 
analysing the images 

The newspaper seemed a suitable medium to disseminate visuals 
toward public as that is what newspaper does. The idea of 
curating the works produced throughout the workshop, dealing 
with multiple images, seeking content and context, gave us 
the feeling of a newsroom. Hence, this collaborative workshop 
opened an important curtain in the field of archiving. Histories 
Together- Images Together- Links Together- Archives Together- 
Minds Together!!! 

We would like to thank our mentors Alejandro Actn. Julian 
Baron. Rohan Thapa and Kathmandu University School of Arts 
for hosting this workshop. 

Kathmandu University’s Center for Art and Design (KUCAD) 
was established as an educational space for creative explorations 
and critical engagement with Nepal's unique artistic heritage and 
contemporary aesthetics. Over the years, our students have left 
an unforgettable mark on Nepal’s burgeoning art scene. As an 
institution, we leam and adapt to our students and the changing 
dynamics of Nepali society and culture, but persist in our belief 
in a critical approach to our past and present for the creation of 
the yet unimagined. 

This workshop is an example of how we challenge our students 
to think beyond the monotone of a regimented education. At 
KUCAD. we seek to nurture curiosity and make our student 
lifelong learners. Our program has consistently shown what an 
education in the arts can make possible and we have persistently 
challenged Nepal's social and historical neglect of creators and 
innovators. It is through the arts that we can examine, imagine, 
and mold technology and our social fabric to build a better world. 
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